The following “testimonial” is in support of HB 7218 (aka Ethan’s Law)

Ruth M Feldman
Madison, CT 06443

It concerns me that there are individuals, regardless of their stance on the 2nd Amendment and/or political affiliation, are flummoxed by the idea that a household’s adult should be responsible for the safe storage of any weapon and ammunition in their home. It boggles my mind.

The number of unintentional deaths, especially by “our children” is beyond explanation.

I implore you, as a state body of legislators, to save “our children;” and support HB #7218. Passage of this law will ensure that gun owners who are adults understand their responsibility to ensure that any guns in the household that guns are not accessible to children. There should not be another young person lost to unnecessary gun violence. In addition, safe storage would help prevent unintentional shootings, and potentially mitigate the risk of suicide, especially by children and/or teens.

Making adults responsible for the safety of our next generation is imperative. Please, let there be no more “accidental” deaths of our next generation because of carelessness and/or naivete.

There needs to be accountability.

Thank you.

Ruth M Feldman
Madison, CT 06443